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ANNE BRACEGIRLDE'S
BREACHES
Diana Solomon

n his description of star Restoration actress Anne Bracegirdle,
actor Anthony Aston emphasizes her virtue:
Her Virtue had its Reward, both in Applause and Specie; for
it happen'd, that as the Dukes of Dorset and Devonshire,
Lord Hallifax, and other Nobles, over a Bottle, were all
extolling Mrs. Bracegirdle's virtuous Behaviour, Come, says
Lord Hallifax—You all commend her Virtue, &c. but why do
we not present this incomparable Woman with something
worthy her Acceptance? His Lordship deposited 200 Guin
eas, which the rest made up 800, and sent to her, with
Encomiums on her Virtue.'
Aston describes an unconventional version of virtue rewarded in which
a group of men discuss an "incomparable Woman" over drinks and
give her a sizeable sum not to buy sexual favors, but to celebrate her
virginity. At a time when a woman displaying her body in any way for

' Anthony Aston, A BriefSupplement to Colly Gibber, Esq. His Lives ofthe Late FamousActors and
Actresses (London, 1747), 10.
^
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profit was considered whoring, Bracegirdle instead demonstrated that
the "virgin actress"—^her niclaiame—^was not an oxymoron.
Not only did Bracegirdle establish a virginal reputation, but she
also used it to initiate comedy. In tragedies, she played noble heroines
who suffer attempted or successful rape. In comedies, she created
aloof wits who test their fiances' fitness for marriage. Yet she also
performed rakish roles, often cross-dressed in "breeches" costumes,
where her character engages in extramarital sex yet reassimilates into
polite society. Throughout her career, moreover, Bracegirdle delivered
dramatic prologues and epilogues that comically described her
supposed sexual liaisons. As shown in early tragedies and comedies
leading up to her triumphant performance of Angelica in William
Congreve's Liove for hove, I argue that Bracegirdle's virginal characters
and reputation enabled her to also create rakes: characters who are
sexually experienced yet socially acceptable. "Rakes" here indicates
sexual roles that seemingly belied, and therefore made comic, her
chastity.^ Knstina Straub has claimed that the cultural sexualization of
the actress precluded the recognition of her as a professional, but as my
study of her early roles and paratexts shows, Bracegirdle's public
persona was the basis of her professionalism.' Enabled by the virtuous
heroine's apparent similitude to the actress, the rakish roles ironically
reinforced her virginal persona and carved out an experimental and
accommodating theatrical environment.
Anne Bracegirdle was a skilled actress of tragedy and comedy who
enjoyed a nearly twenty-year career (1688-1707) and a devoted fan
base. Raised from a young age by the great acting couple, Thomas and
Mary Saunderson Betterton, Bracegirdle may have debuted at about age
eight as the page in Thomas Otway's 1680 tragedy.The Orphan; her first
confirmed performance was the epilogue in Thomas D'Urfey's 1685

^ "Rake: a. A man of loose habits and immoral character; an idle dissipated man of fashion,
b. A woman of similar character," in 0>^ord English Dictionary (OED), 20 vols. (Oxford:
Qarendon Press, 1989), vol 8,144.
'Straub bases her claim on the privatization of female sexuality, unlike actors whose sexuality
is regulated so that they are considered professionals first, actresses displayed what was
considered private, which worked against the view of them as professionals. Kristina Straub,
Sexual Suspects: Eighteenth-Ceuttny Elopers and Sexual Ideolopp (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1992), 97.
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comedy, A Commonwealth of Women.^ Joining the United Theater
Company in 1688, Bracegirdle quickly developed a reputation for
versatility by playing comic and tragic heroines, delivering prologues
and epilogues, and performing so-called breeches parts. She inspired
and staged all of.William Congreve's greatest female roles, and she
shared with him a twenty-year friendship that many have speculated
was a love affair. D'Urfey, Thomas Southerne, John Vanbrugh, and
Nicholas Rowe also wrote many of their most significant female roles
for her. She formed a partnership with the great actress Elizabeth
Barry; the two played fifty-six roles together, in plays such as Southerne's The WivesExeuse (December 1691) and Vanbrugh's TheProvok'd
Wife (April 1697), where the younger, virginal Bracegirdle character
questions marriage because Barry's older character has married badly.
Among many other career highlights, she, Barry, and Thomas Better ton
broke away from the United Company and its oppressive manager, and
founded their own company at lincoln's-Inn-Fields.
For Bracegirdle to become the celebrated virgin actress, she had
to both convince the public of her sexual status, and diffuse virginity's
threatening association with female independence and self-governance.
Virginity's implications of bodilyinviolability and self-control resonated
with Restoration fears of cuckoldry. The condition's indeterminacy
sparked male fears of marrying another man's mistress, prompting early
modern scientists to attempt verification. Despite Andreas Vesahus's
warning that the hymen is not the telltale sign of virginity (he famously
said that the presence of the hymen is only confirmable at the moment
of its destruction), anatomists tried to determine virginity by associating
outwardly observable conditions and diseases such as womb-fury,
hysteria, and chlorosis or greensickness with the virgin body.^ Portraits
of Elizabeth I represented the virginity of the "Virgin Queen"
artistically, by symbolizing it as a sieve, jewel, or ermine.® Bracegirdle

All dates indicate plays' first performances, as recorded in The hondon Stage 1660-1800, 5
vols., Part 1: 1660-1700, William Van Lennep, ed. (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1965).
' Cited in Marie H. Loughlin, IfyneneuHcs: Interpreting Virgnip/ on the Earlg Modem Stage
(Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1997), 30 and 35. For a recent exploration of how
scientists' obsession with virginity influenced Richardson, see Corinne Harol, "Faking It:
Female Virginity and Pamela's Virtue," Eighteenth^entmy Fiction 16, no. 2 (2004): 197-216.
' Roy Strong, The Cult of EBe^aheth: Ehc^bethan Portraiture and Pageantry (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1977), 47, 53-54, 149. For further discussion of
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asserted hers performatively. Her face served as a synecdoche;
description of its brightness, openness, and youth signified the hymen's
intactness. In George Powell's A^hon^ King of Nc^ks (December
1690), for example, after her heroine Urania claims virginity, her lover
declares:
I believe thee.
For thou'rt all Truth, the Innocence on that Face
Says thou art chaste, the guilty cannot speak
So heavenly as thou dost7
By modulating performances of virginity according to sociological
concerns, Bracegirdle developed a credible persona.
As the pivotal actress in the development of she-tragedy. Bracegirdle effected a new dramatic treatment of rape, where the raped
characters are divested of blame. Female characters in Restoration
dramas who have even nonconsensual sex are normally held account
able, often by their own internalized mores. The blame,Jean Marsden
says, extends to characters who resist rape or enjoy sex under false
pretenses (such as with a man impersonating her husband, as Monimia
does in The Orphafi).^. Since the actresses who played raped characters

representations of the queen's virginity, see Helen Hackett, Vtrgn Mother, Maiden Queen:
Eti:(abeth I and the Cult of the Virpn Maty (New York: St. Martins, 1995); Louis Montrose,
"'Shaping Fantasies': Figurations ofGender and Powerin Elizabethan Culture,"Representations
2 (1983): 61—94; Louis Montrose, "The Work of Gender in the Discourse of Discovery," in
Stephen Greenblatt, ed.. New World Encounters (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1993), 177-214; Diane Purkiss, "The Queen on Stage: Marlowe's Dido^
Queen of Carthage and the Representation of Elizabeth I,"in MichaelBurden, ed., A Woman
Scom'ck Responses to the Dido Afyth (London: Faber and Faber, 1998), 151-67.
' Also in Mountfort's The ly'ur'd Lovers, Btacegirdle's character tells her fiance that he cannot
look at (or speak to) her until the morning after their wedding because "Virgins have Eyes too
tender for the Light" In Dryden's Kin^ArthswQday1691) whenlittle blind Emmeline receives
the gift of sight, she looks in the mirror and thinks sheis seeing her own child; her youth and
beauty confirm her virginity. See John Dryden, King Arthur: Or, the British Wortly (London:
Jacob Tonson, 1691), 26; William Mountfort, The Injudd Lovers: Or, the Ambitious Father
(London: Sam Manship, 1688), 15; George Powell, A^hon^o King ofNi^/es (London: Abel
Roper and Thomas Bever, 1691), 22.
' Marsden demonstrates that literary depictionsof rape in this period only spare females who
behave passively. See Jean I. Marsden, "Rape, Voyeurism, and the Restoration Stage," in
Katherine M. Quinsey, ed.. Broken Boundaries: Women & Feminism in Restoration Drama
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1996), 187-90.
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prior to Btacegirdle: Elizabeth Barry, Mary Saunderson Betterton,
Elizabeth Boutell, Mary Lee, and Rebecca Marshall were known to
practice marital or extramarital sex, their performances could not
signify a lasting meta-theatrical sense of injustice and violation.'
Whereas earlier in the Restoration rape had also been but one element
of a play, in Bracegirdle's she-tragedies, rape, now the central feature,
emphasized the significance of the crime through ennobling the victim.
Only an actress with a credible virgin persona could accomplish this.
The attacks on Bracegirdle's characters showcase absolute male force
and female passivity, and therefore only the perpetrator is blamed.^"
Antecedents to Richardson's Clarissa, William Mountfort's The Injur'd
hovers (Fthtuntj 1688) and Elkanah Settle's The Distres'd Innocence
(October 1690) feature Bracegirdle's characters being drugged
beforehand. Her heroines in Powell's Alphoni(o King of Naples and
Nicholas Brady's The Rape (February 1692) appear tied to a tree by their
hair; consent or resistance are not factors. The heroines also stress the
value of their virginity when they desire revenge over rather than
marriage to the rapist. In this vein, some raped characters even reject
a proffered class elevation to royal status. After the attack she appears
physically and emotioiially disheveled, confirming that the sexual
encounter was not of her doing. These plays are hardly protofeminist—the raped woman must die—but as opposed to the extremely low
conviction rate of rapists in Restoration society, every onstage villain
is punished." Her characters' rapes therefore divide the Restoration

' Betterton and Lee were married by the time of their rape performances; Barry, Boutell, and
Marshall were lampooned for promiscuity. It should, however, be noted that other actresses
may also have performed raped roles before Bracegirdle; cast lists are unavailable for
Ravenscroft's Titus Andromms (1678), Settle's The Femak Pretste, Tate's The Ingratitude of a
Commotmealth (1681), D'Urfey's The I^'ur'dPrincess (16S2), and Sedle/s Pellamira (1687). Anne
Gibbs apparently performed in William Rowley's All's host By Lust in 1661, probably before
she married Thomas Shadwell and beforesurviving satires of her protniscuity were published.
Laura Brown discusses the passive woman as facilitating the shift from aristocratic to
bourgeois tragedy. See Laura Brown, "The Defenseless Woman and the Development of
English Tragedy," Studies in EnghshUterature 22 (1982): 429—43.
" For information on rapists' conviction rates,see Nazife Bashar, "Rape in England between
1550 and 1700," in London Feminist History Group, ed., The Sexual Dynamics of History
(London: Pluto,1983), 28-42.
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synonyms "virginity" and "virtue"; they have lost the former but retain
the latter.'^
In the play that Marsden calls the period's "archetypical representa
tion" of the crime, Brady's The Rape depicts the simultaneous valuation
and exploitation of its heroine. In the play, the king's advisor,
Genselaric, desires the former king's daughter Eurione (Bracegirdle),
and rapes her to prevent her marriage to the king's "son" (who later
turns out to be a woman). Anticipating the rape, he fantasizes about
how he will "rifle all the Treasures of her Beauty":
Methinks I see already
Her dying Looks, her seeming faint Resistance,
And feel the mighty Transports of hot Love!"
Other characters emphasize the rape's brutality and affirm Eurione's
innocence. Following the rape, she is found "gagg'd and bound to a
Tree, her hair dishevel'd as newly Ravish'd, a Dagger lying by her.""
One of his cohorts protests the violence: "methinks 'tis strange / That
Pleasure forc'd shou'd give such vast delight." Genselaric responds
imperviously: "she strugled so / I could not get the Gag into her
Mouth / So soon as I design'd it."" The scene juxtaposes the
sexualized spectacle of Eurione/Bracegirdle with the barbarity of her
rapist, thereby both removing any reasons for blaming her (such as her
resistance) and implying that for the actress, as for the character, no
less than rape would part her from her virginity. The audience, then,
does not experience the rupture of remembrance that the actress is a
whore. In a different, but certainly not whorish mode, Bracegirdle can
then deliver a political epilogue."

"Bracegiidle laterplayed taped characters in the anonymous masque, "The Rapeof Europa"
(1694), and Charles Hopkins's Boadicta, Queen of Britain (1697). Her characters endure rape
attempts in DTJrfey's DonQuixote Part II (1694), Peter Motteux's Beauty in Distress (1698), and
Mary Fix's Queen Catherine (1698).
" Nicholas Brady, The Bape: Or, the Innocent Impostors (London: R. Bentley, 1692), 21.
" Brady, R/jftf, 25.
" Brady, Bs^e, 27.
" Written by Shadwell, the epilogue features Bracegirdle taunting the beaux whoare present
at the theater and not away at war. See Pierre Danchin, The Prologies and Epilopftes of the
Restoration, 7 vols. (Nancy: Presses Universitaires de Nancy, 1981-88), vol. 5,55-58.
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Even in plays where they were sexually experienced at the start,
her tragic heroines are remade as virgins. In The Distres'd Innocence,
Bracegirdle's character Cleomira has a ten-month-old son. Her
husband, Hormidas, returns home a war hero, but the evil Otrantes,
angry because Hormidas had publicly shamed hiin for cheating soldiers
out of their pay, sets a Christian temple on fire and convinces the king
that Hormidas is the culprit." To punish him, the king arranges for
Otrantes to rape Cleomira. Leading up to the rape, however, Cleomira's virginity is reconstituted. First her baby is taken away, and then
she is drugged,an act that removes her from any possible blame. In the
aftermath, images of lost virginity surround her. Her husband elevates
her by comparing her rape to Lucrece's and Philomel's, and calling her
"a Bleeding Martyr." After she is fatally stabbed by a second would-be
rapist, Cleomira speaks quasi-religiously of going to her "new Bridal.""
Paganism's challenge to Christianity, an allegory for religious war, Ends
its embodiment within the actress's suffering heroine. The overwhelm
ing innocence of Cleomira and all of Bracegirdle's heroines represents
a new and unambiguous means of staging rape custombed to its
actress.
Certainly not everybody was convinced of Bracegirdle's virginity,
and several extant satires assert the opposite. Their influence, however,
has been overrated; most satirize the theater at large and mention
Bracegirdle in company with many other mocked actors. One of the
most quoted smears of Bracegirdle comes from 1702's anonymously
published A. Comparison between the Two Stages, written as a dialogue
between two critics:
Sullen: But does that Romantick Virgin still keep up her great
Reputation?
Critick. D'ye mean her Reputation for Acting?

" Bridget Orr identifies the play as representing both the Turks' threat to Christianity
following the Austro-Turkish War;and the domestic challenges to the Protestant church. See
Bridget Orr, TBmpire on the English Stage, 1660-1714 (Cambridge and New York: Cambric^
University Press, 2001), 43—44.
" Elkanah Settle, The Distres'd Innocence: Or, the Princess of Persia (London: E.J. for Abel Roper,
1691), 44-66; 60.
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Sullen. I mean her Reputation for not acting; you understand
me...

Bracegirdle is hardly the main subject of this diatribe, however, and the
probable author Charles Gildon had praised her acting in his play.
Love's
(April 1701).^° Texts such as the anonymous "Animad
versions on Mr. Congreve's Late Answer to Mr. Collier" (1698), the
dedication (possibly by William Tavernor) to Thehunatick (1705), and
the pamphlets by scurrilous Tom Brown disparage Bracegirdle and
other actors in the process of satirizing the theater as a whole. The
1693 novel, The Thiers Trage^ is built around the character "BraciUa"
who apparently is having an affair with "Monfredo" (representing
William Mountfort), but this novel -^as of htde consequence to
Bracegirdle's career.^' Despite its topicality, the novel went through
only one duodecimo printing.^ Meanwhile, D'Urfey's adulation of her
in The Richmond Heiress (April 1693), Dryden's stated appreciation, and
the many other public praises, roles she inspired, and laments on her
retirement, indicate that those doubting her virginity had a lesser public
influence.^ Colley Cibber gushes:

" Charies Gildon, A Comparison between the Two Stages, with an Examenofthe Generous Conqueror;
and Some Critical "Remarks on the Funeral, or GriefAlamode, the False Friend, Tamerlaine and Others
(Undon, 1702), 17.
.
^ "I must own my oblation to Mr. Betterton in several hints he gave me in the Fable, and
I must acknowledge my self no less oblig'd to Mrs. Bracegirdle for her admirable Action in
the Representation. I have indeed been assur'd that the whole was very well perform'd."
Cited in Judith Milhous and , Robert D. Hume, "The London Stage, 1700-1729," 1: 25,
forthcoming.
A response to the 9 December 1692 abduction attempt of Bracegirdle that instead resulted
in the murder of Mountfort, the novel is written from the abductor/murderer's point of view.
For further analysis, see my "Mad Songs Say So Much: The Reincarnation of Anne
Bracegirdle," fordicoming.
^ Anonymous, The Player's Tragedy. Or, Fatal Love (London, 1693). Only three known copies
still exist. It should be noted, however, that a later satirist does refer to her by this nickname;
see Anonymous, Animadversions on Mr. Congpeve'sLsteAnswertoMr. C7«/&r(London:JohnNutt,
1698), A4V.
^ See Thomas D'Urfey, The Richmond Heiress, or, a Woman Once in the Right (London: Samuel
Briscoe, 1693), 5; Dryden's letter to Walsh, cited in Van Lsvatp, London Stage, 420. Other
contemporary sources praising Bracegirdle include Mary Delarivi&e Manley's dedication to
Almyna, The Tatler, na 1 (12 April 1709) in The Tatler, 3 vols., Donald F. Bond, ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1987), vol. 1,15-23.
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never any Woman was in such general Favour of her Specta
tors, which, to the last Scene of her Dramatick life, she
maintain'd, by not being unguarded in her private Character.
This Discretion contributed not a little, to make her the Cara,
the Darling of the Theatre: For it will be no extravagant thing
to say, scarce an Audience saw her, that were less than half of
them Lovers, without a suspected Favourite among them:
And tho' she might be said to have been the Universal
Passion, and under the highest Temptations, her Constancy
in resisting them, serVd but to increase the number of her
Admirers.^
Ironically, her staged rapes helped confirm Bracegirdle's virginity. In
The Ornament of Action, Peter Holland argues convincingly that the
actor's appropriateness for a role gives to the play an air of truth, but
he restricts this claim to comedy because it better approximates
everyday modes of speech.^ Holland's thesis, however, need not be
limited by generic and linguistic verisimilitude. Bracegirdle s perfor
mances of virginity derived from and strengthened her own spotless
reputation. Her tragic heroines radiated virginity, and their losses
became the plays' central tragic action.
Because of her persona,Bracegirdle was also able to perform nonvirgins without their qualities adhering to her reputation. Like her
virgins, in fact, these characters are also redeemed: they are either
restored to the upper echelons of society, or banished from it for
noble, shame-free reasons. Critics have often reported the shock
value" when Bracegirdle performed parts out of alignment with her
persona; what requires ftirther examination, however, is the plays
accommodation of her rakes.^ Despite their choice to be sexual, none
of these characters are reviled within the play, and at least two of them
contribute to their plays' success. Of the four appearances of this
character in Bracegirdle's early career, two comedies, Thomas Shad-

" Colley Gibber, An Apology for the Life of CoUg Cibber, R R. S. Fone, ed. (New York: Dover,
1968; reprint, 2000), 97.
^ Peter Holland, The Ornament ofAction: Textand Performance in RestorationComedy (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1979), 56-60.
"Jacqueline Pearson, The ProsAtutedMnse: Images of Women and Women Dramatists, 1642—1737
P^ew York: St Martin's Press, 1988), 26.
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well's The Squire ofAhatia(M&y \(i&'^ andD'Urfey's The Marriage-Hater
Match'd (January 1692), and one tragedy, John Bancroft's Henty II
(November 1692) feature characters who are seduced but not con
demned. The fourth play, Southerne's comedy The Maid's Last Prayer
(February 1693), showcases blatant rakishness, because Bracegirdle's
character firmly controls her own sexuality. As eady as the first few
years of her career, the virgin actress expanded the theatrical sphere to
admit these sexual yet socially redeemable figures.
In Shadwell's extremely popular play. The Squire of Alsatia,
seduction does not necessitate abandonment. As in Aston's later story
about men giving her money in tribute to her virtue, in this play
Bracegirdle plays a character, Lucia, who the main character, Belfond
Junior, seduces. The Dorimant-Uke Belfond Junior behaves cruelly to
his former mistress, and when he finds his future wife, his promise to
reform is as unconvincing as his predecessor's to Harriet. Given the
situation similar to The Man ofModevAieie. a man juggles two mistresses;
and one fiancee, we might expect Belfond Junior to abandon Lucia,
and the play seems headed in that direction when he makes empty
promises to visit her often. Although he does not solve the problem
of Lucia's broken heart, by lying about her sexual status, Belfond Junior
does enable her social reassimilation. At the end of the play, he
declares that she is a virgin, which prompts his astonishingly kindhearted uncle to pay her j(jl500 that her reputation ever suffered. Now she
may reenter the marriage market, with the substantial donation
improving her chances.^^ Lucyle Hook calls the play "revolutionary"
in its sympathy for Bracegirdle's "seduced but innocent" character, and
finds in it early elements of sentimental comedy.^ Bracegirdle's first
role in a successful play thus helps establish a new character type: that
of a woman who can engage in sex for money yet remain socially
redeemable.

According toJohnJ. McCusker, 500 in1688 equals £195,561.67 in 2002, the most recent
conversion year available. See John J. McCusker, "Comparing the Purchasing Power of
Money in Great Britain from 1264 to Any Other Year Induding the Present," Economic
History Services, 2001, http://www.eh.net/hmit/ppowerbp.
^Lucyle Hook,Afrr. ^hv^hetbhany andMrs. AHneimc^rdk,Aetresas. Their Careers from 1672
to 1695: A Studs in Influences, [unpublished] Ph.D. thesis. New York University, 1945, 220.
Hook's fine dissertation remains the only full-length study of either actress.
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D'Urfey's popular comedy. The Marriage-Hater Maich'd, engineers
a place for the seduced female that is not just compensatory but
actually desirable. Initial performances of the play began, significantly,
with Bracegirdle confirming her virtue.^ In the prologue, Bracegirdle
sports a breeches costume but calls it nauseous, and Mountfort,
sometimes suspected of being her lover, asserts her virginity. This
moment gives credence to her claim indirecdy; whereas a critic who
suspects Bracegitdle and Mountfort of having an affair might be
disinclined to believe their own disavowals, their rebuttal of the charges
makes them seem savvy and in control.™ When the play begins, we
learn that Sir Philip, the marriage-hater, has seduced Phoebe. In order
to attain his lawful inheritance from his friend's widow. Lady Subtle, Sir
Philip has the lovelorn Phoebe masquerade as a young man, Lovewell.
Instead of social banishment, then, the seduced woman enjoys male
agency, and the actress thus becomes a more prominent spectacle. The
play then revolves around the homosocial triangle of Sir Philip, Lady
Subde, and Phoebe/Lovewell; at various points, all three possible pairs
exchange kisses. At the end, Phoebe wins both the jewels and the man;
in a combination of trickery and good fortune, she joins Sir Phihp in a
wedding that he thinks is a sham, but is in fact legitimate. While Lucia
is able to remarket herself, Phoebe/Lovewell does even better by
marrying the man she loves (putting Sir Phdip in the embarrassing
position.of having married his mistress) and gaining a fortune. Thus
her character avoids stigma, moves freely in society, and ascends to the
play's most desirable social position.
Even John Bancroft's tragedy, Henry 11, reveals a more sympathetic
way of viewing the fallen heroine. Alienated from his queen, the king
becomes infatuated with the virginal Rosamond (Bracegitdle), and
seduces her. Afterward, Rosamond poses a threat to the queen, who
poisons her. to win back the king. Her plan, however, backfires;
Rosamond's death necessitates the queen's banishment from England.
Played by another actress, Rosamond's death might reflect condemna-

Scholars disagree whether prologues and epilogues were customarily delivered on opening
night only, during the first three performances, or throughout the play's entire first run.
Later that year, however, Mountfort lost his hfe to that rumor, when Captain Richard HiB
suspected that the actor was the reason Bracegirdle rejected his marriage proposals, and
stabbed him.
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tion for female sexuality, but here she dies nobly and is duly mourned.^'
Unlike the figure of the sympathetic whore, Rosamond is not punished
for her sexuality; rather, the Queen recognizes her as better smted to
the King and poisons her out of jealousy. Initially defined by their lost
virginity, Lucia, Phoebe, and Rosamond represent the rejection of the
extreme binary of virgin and whore, carving out new characters in the
theatrical sphere.
Bracegirdle also plays a depraved character who nevertheless
retains sexual agency. As Lady Tricldtt in Southerne's The Maid's Last
Prefer, Bracegirdle plays a harsher woman who controls her coterie, as
evidenced by her laughing at them. She and Elizabeth Barry's
character. Lady Malepert, are married yet prostitute themselves. Lady
Malepert is self-defeating; she thinks she has sex with "Sir Ruff," but
the man she loves has actually masqueraded as this blunderbuss and
now hates her for prostituting herself. The play ends, therefore, with
her defeat. Lady Trickitt, on the other hand, enjoys having two lovers
yet laughingly jilts both of them. Her statement, "I'll hght upon a Man
that has sense enough to value his own pleasure, without invading
mine," indicates her agency throughout the play.^^ The distance
between Bracegirdle's persona and her character is wide; as Holland
notes, this discrepancy flags the play as social satire.^^ Although it
seems not to have succeeded—^Robert Hume says the play's "hard
comedy" was too much for the times—Southerne's play increases the
range of Bracegirdle's comedy and its social accommodation.^'*
Together, these four non-virgin characters are redeemable because of
their actress. When played by Bracegirdle, such characters can be
married, mourned, and socially accommodated.
Bracegirdle's public persona as virgin also licensed bawdy
prologues and epilogues which capitalized on the comic incongruity
between her persona and this rakish other. Some of the bawdy
epilogues appear after a tragedy in which her character has died
Bracegirdle's public persona that catapulted her Statira and the 1691 revival of Nathaniel
Lee's The 'RivalQueens into a smash hit ^t was performed at least twenty times during its first
run,and played frequently during Bracegirdle's career)provides similar benefits to Rosamond.
"Thomas Southerne,The Worksof ThomasSosetheme, 2 vols., RobertJordan and Harold Love,
eds. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988), vol. 1,424.
" Holland, Ornament ofAction, 155.
^ Robert D Hume, The Devei^ment ofEngBsh Drama in the Late Seventeenth Century (Oxford;
Clarendon, 197Q, 388.
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onstage. These "reviv'd epilogues," as they were known, resituate
words that in the play denoted death in lively and lusty ways. Bracegirdle's, however, offer an additional layer of humor to those ac
quainted with her virgin status and her rejections of men. Thus her
epilogue to Dryden's
(1692) begins:
This Day, the Poet bloodily inclin'd,
Has made me die, full sore against my Mind!
Some of you naughty Men, I fear, will cry.
Poor Rogue! would I might teach thee how to die!
Thanks for your Love; but I sincerely say,
I never mean to die, your wicked way.^^

'

The epilogue delightfully anticipates the male audience's punning
response and then quells it in a flirtatious yet credible rejection. The
overused pun on the word "die" becomes reinvested with meaning
through the actress's emphatic refusal in the third couplet. Heniy IFs
epilogue similarly converts her character's death into a comedy that
corresponds with her public persona. In Act V, to avoid being stabbed
by the Queen, Rosamond drinks poison. In the epilogue's last couplet,
however, poison is reinterpreted in both a comically sexual way and as
a threat to Bracegirdle's public persona. In this couplet, the actress
maintains poison's deadly connotation, but treats it as the death of
Anne Bracegirdle, Virgin. When she concludes, "But I was drench'd
to day for loving well, / And fear the Poyson that would make me
swell," she reinvents the poison as sperm that, if it drenches her, would
invalidate her public image through pregnancy.^^
A study of Bracegirdle's prologue to Congreve's Love for Love
reveals the rakish comedy generated from the contrast of flamboyant
lines with her virgin persona. While the prologue's history obscures
our knowledge of whether it was ever performed—when publications
of the play text include it, they say it was "propos'd to be spoken by
Mrs. Bracegirdle," whereas the four extant broadsides say it was
"spoken by Mrs. Bracegirdle"—its wide circulation and the play's vast

Danchin, Vrologuts, vol. 5,62-63.
"John Bancroft, Hemy the Second, King of England, with the Death of Rosamond (London: Jacob
Tonson, 1693), A4r.
•• •
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success indicate its relevance to her career. It was also reprinted on
broadside at the tiine of the farewell benefit performance for Betterton,
when Bracegirdle and Barry came out of retirement for this sole show.^^
Straub has viewed prologues and epilogues as deliberately objectifying
and exploiting the actress, while Deborah Payne locates only ten
prologues and epilogues out of 1,200 that market the actress's sexual
availability.^® Neither extreme serves the forty-three percent of
prologues and epilogues that women delivered.®' In fact, the tailoring
of certain prologues and epilogues to specific actresses encouraged
more appreciation of them as individuals, in this case Bracegirdle as a
professional, chaste actress.
Bracegirdle's comic persona is signaled immediately because the
prologue's anonymous author envisions her wearing breeches. The
choice to have Bracegirdle wear the breeches costume is apparently
justified in the prologue's early lines, "But Women, you will say, are ill
at Speeches, / 'TIS true, and therefore I appear in Breeches.'"" While
it was common for actresses to deliver prologues and epilogues wearing
the boyish costumes, one might anticipate a series of masquerades to
take place during the play. But since Bracegirdle's character, Angelica,
does not cross-dress in Ae play (she only "disguises" her feelings for
Valentine), what emerges here is a third character, a skewed version of
Bracegirdle's persona, an adjunct to her customary display of virtue.
Hence, this is a moment where comedy does not foreshadow themes
in the play, but rather builds on the audience's supposed knowledge of
Bracegirdle, so that they may appreciate her beauty in male clothes and
recognize a comic incongruity between the actress they presume to
know and the woman who inspired the prologue.

''John Genest recorded the benefit performance on 7 April 1709 as having "a new Prologue
by Mrs. Bracegirdle, and a new Epilogue by Mrs. Barry." The broadside associated with this
performance prints Bracegirdle's original prologue on the left hand side and a new epilogue
for Barry on the tight See John Genest, SomeAccount ofthe Engfsh Stage, fromthe Restoration in
1660 to 1830,10 vols. (London; H.E. Carrington, 1832), vol. 2,415.
" Deborah Payne, "Reified Object or Emergent Professional? Retheorizing the Restoration
Actress," inJ. Dougjas Canfield and Deborah Payne, eds.. Cultural Readings of Restoration and
Eighteenth Centuiy English Theater (Athens: Georgia University Press, 1995), 18-24; Straub,
Sexual Suspects, \0\.
" Autrey Nell Wiley, Rare Prolt^es and Epibgftes 1642—1700 (London; George Allen and
Unwin, 1940; reprint. Port Washington; Kennikat, 1970), xxxv.
** Danchin, Prolines, vol 5,180,11. 3-4.
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Bracegitdle's reputation also reveals a contradiction between her
stage appearance and her reinscription by contemporaries. Anthony
Aston describes her breeches costume as, oddly, modest:
Genteel Comedy was her chief Essay, and that too when in
Men's Cloaths,in which she far surmounted all the Actresses
of that and this Age.—Yet, she had a Defect scarce percepti
ble, viz., her Right Shoulder a little protended, which, when
in Men's Cloaths, was cover'd by a long or Campaign
Peruke.—She was finely shap'd, and had very handsomeLegs
and Feet; and her Gait, or Walk, was free, manlike, and
modest, when in Breeches.'*'
Aston uses Bracegirdle's apparent defect as a sign of her acting skill, her
familiarity to him, and her fitness for the breeches role. According to
Aston, Bracegirdle exceeded all other comic actresses despite her
slightly forward-leaningshoulder. This flaw also singles Bracegirdleout
among women Uke her virginity does among actresses. Felicity
Nussbaum rlaims that in much literature of the period, descriptions of
female characters' physical defects are framed as positive; they
distinguish women from the more general failing of gender. ^ Because
Bracegirdle's imperfection was subtle, it also suggests that Aston is a
close and therefore trustworthy authority.*^ But his claim that the
defect was hidden under the peruke makes the breeches costume sound
much more modest than it really is. With its separation of the wearer s
legs by pants, and its exposure of the wearer's ankles and calves, the
breeches costume did not uphold the typical standards of female
modesty. The costume is designed to suggest the female body lurking

Anthony Aston, Brief Supplement, 10.
^ Felicity Nussbaum, The Limits of the Human: Fictions of Anomaly, Race, and Genderin the hong
Fifteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 17.
" According to Watson Nicholson, Aston's father was taken with Bracegirdle's virtue and
claimed her as a relation. Fhe Biogrt^bical Dictionary affirms a relationship, albeit a distant one.
This example shows that the actress's reputation was such that others would want to claiiri a
connection. See Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Bumim, and Edward A. Langhans, A
Biogpcphical Dictionary of Actors,Actresses, Musicians, Dancers, Managers and OtherStage Personnelin
Landon, 1660-1800,16vols.(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press,1973), vol.1,151;
Watson Nicholson, Anthony Aston; Stroller and Adventurer (South Haven: Published by the
Author, 1920), 9, note 2.
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beneath the attire, and thus ironically reinforces gender codes.^ Even
the most brazen costumes are tempered, therefore, when they adorn
this actress.
Her simultaneously modest reputation and risque appearance and
behavior represents the essence of Bracegirdle's alluring comedy.
Bracegirdle's attractiveness in breeches is confirmed in The Player's
Trqget^ when the male narrator declares that Bradlla's appearance in
breeches "compleated my ruine.""*^ Bracegirdle's persona differs from
that of the coquette because her objective is, simply, comedy; she has
no ulterior motive of securing a man, but may evoke desire in her
audience by prioritizing comedy as her objective.
In the final twenty-three lines of the fifty-four-line prologue,
where Bracegirdle facetiouslyexplains howshe won the new playhouse,
she refers to herself seventeen different times, twelve of those by using
cq "46
rhetorical strategy, usually employed sparingly because it
calls attention to the writer at the subject's expense, here is invoked for
precisely that purpose: to emphasize that the speaker, this mix of the
real" virgin actress and the "put-on" whore, is the subject. Here
Bracegirdle recasts her own strenuous political efforts to help start the
new theater at Lincoln's-Inn-Fields as sexual, for comic effect.'*^
Bracegirdle then plays on male fears of female infidelity. Com
menting on men's desire to marry money in the lines "Was it for gain
the Husband first consented? / O yes, their Gains are mightily
augmented," she suggests that husbands' only marital gain is cuckold
status.^ The 1695 text and all subsequent editions that include this
prologue record the joke with a stage direction for Bracegirdle "Making
Horns with her Hands over her Head." While cuckoldry generally
"Pat Rogers, "The Breeches Part,"in Paul-Gabriel Bouce, ed., Sexua&t]/ in the EighteenthCentury
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1982), 256-57.
" Anonymous, The PLyer's Trageify, Or, FatalLave 12-13.
" The prologue may be divided into three parts. The first part is characterized by Brace
girdle's overt jabs to the audience about wives cuckolding husbands. The second part offers
an analogy comparing the actors' struggles in the United company and search for a new home
to theJ ews' exodus from Egypt, but it becomes bungled when she refers to the United theater
managers as "Jews." In the final part, Bracegirdle insinuates that she secured the new theater
through sex.
When Barry and Thomas Betterton broke away from Christopher Rich's United Theater
Company, Rich offered Barry's considerable repertoire to Bracegirdle. The younger actress
refused it and instead helped her friends establish the new Lincoln's Inn Theater in 1695.
" Danchin, Prologues, vol. 5,180, U. 7-8.
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makes fools of men in comedies, and revengers in tragedies, to
introduce it independent of a plot and suggest members of the
audience may themselves suffer from this condition is provocative.
For a woman to laugh at male audience members challenges laws of
decorum traced in both literature of the long eighteenth century and
anthropological studies of gender and humor.'*' Whether or not
Bracegirdle ever made the sign of the cuckold onstage, the action as
recorded in print represents a daring joke. While the joke arguably
stands on its own, the stage direction augments it, possibly indicating
a reason for the prologue's later exdsion.^"
Bracegirdle continues to niix her virginal persona with risque
allusions for comic effect when she coyly implies that she obtained the
new theater through sex:
But you perhaps, wou'd have me here confess
How we obtain'd the Favour; —Can't you guess?
Why then 111 tell you, (for I hate a Lye)
By Brib'ry, errant Brib'ry, let me dye:
I was their Agent, but by Jove I swear
No honorable Member had a share
Tho' young and able Members bid me Fair.^*
This creation myth mixes truth telling and bribery, oaths and opportu
nistic sex. The prologue creates a virtual back-and-forth exchange
between the audience, cast as inquisitors, and Bracegirdle, the teasing
woman in charge of her sexuality. She resolves to tell the truth, but
then promptly undercuts this by swearing to bribery as her method. In
See, for example, Mahadev L. Apte, Chapter 2: "Sexual Inequality in Humor," Humor and
Laughter: AnAnthropohffcatApproach (Ithaca and London: CornellUniversity Press, 1985), and
Carol Mitchell, "Some Differences in Male and Female Joke-Telling," in Rosan A.Jordan and
Susan J. Kalcik, eds.. Women's Folklore, Women's Culture (Philadelphia; Penn University Press,
1985), 163-185.
"The playwent through four authorized editions (two in 1695, one in 1697, and one in 1704)
all of which contained the Bracegirdle prologue, until Congreve's collaboration with Jacob
Tonson on the Works of 1710 excised it. Other publishers eventually followed suit, and the
last eighteenth-centuryedition to contain itwas published in 1731. The prologue reappeared
in the 1920s in a Romanian printing of the play, and then began appearing more frequently
beginning in the 1960s. To this day, it continues to be published inconsistently with eitions
of the play.
Danchin, Prologues, vol. 5,180-81,11. 31—37.
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the final triplet, she swears a second oath, this time overtly to God, that
her method was prostitution. The trade of sex for the stage is made
more overt by words like "dye" and "Member;" in addition to the
common seventeenth-century pun on the former word, "member"
indicates both the phallus and a Member of Parliament.^^ Professions
of truth-teLing are therefore deliberately and comically undercut by
citations of bribery and jabs at MPs. Bracegirdle's lines reflect what
Susan Staves has said about oaths: that their usage in the later Restora
tion theater reflected a general loss of faith in mere words.^^ These
lines take that loss for granted. Bracegirdle seduces her audience
through this mix of confession, oath, and comic prevarication.
Next, she delivers an even more direct triplet:
I chose a wiser way to make you willing.
Which has not cost the House a single Shilling;
Now you suspect at least I went a Rilling."
In this triplet, sexual exchange is the wise way of achieving fiscal sense.
By referring to her "biUing," the implication is that Bracegirdle delights
in the audience's imagining her playing this role.^^ This is an actress, or
a representation of an actress, controlling and commodifying her
sexuality through comedy.
Finally, Bracegirdle turns her approach into a mock moral. To
conclude the prologue, first she details her technique in playing this
off-stage "role":
I Laugh'd, and Sigh'd, and Sung, and Leer'd upon ye;
With Roguish Loving Looks, and that way won ye:
The Young Men kiss'd me, and the Old I kiss'd.
And luringly, I led them as I Ust."
M. M. Kelsall observes this in William Congreve, hove for Love, M. M. Kelsall, ed., New
Mermaids (London: Ernest Benn, 1999, second edition), 30.
" Susan Staves,
Scepters: Fictions ofAsfthorit) in the Restoration (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1979), 235.
" Danchin, Frologues, vol. 5,181,11. 38-.40.
" See "bill, v2. 2. To stroke bill with bill (as doves). 3. transf. To caress, make show of
affection; usually (of reciprocal action) to bill and coo";" billing, ppl. a. That bills or caresses
like a pair of doves," OED, vol. 2,193; 195.
" Danchin, Proiogues, vol. 5,181,11. 47-50.
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The list combines courtship methods in a way befitting their breech
es-clad speaker. Sighing, singing (for which she was highly respected),
and being kissed by young men are behaviors found in many a comic
female role, including several of Congreve's lesser female characters
such as Mrs. Frail, Barry's part in hove for hove. Leering, throwing
roguish looks, kissing, and laughing are behaviors typical of male
characters in the great sex comedies of the mid-1670s; one thinks of
the looks Dorimant throws Harriet, or the kisses Horner liberally
bestows on Mrs. Pinchwife's "brother." Ending the prologue with a
couplet discussing the advantages of bribery, "Thus Bribing, or thus
Brib'd, fear no Disgraces; / For thus you may take Bribes, and keep
your Places," she suggests that the sex-for-theater trade is disgraceful
to none of its participants, a critique which complicates her joke." She
is known for her chastity, yet in this prologue not only does she joke
about engaging in sexual behavior, but endorses it as a way to get things
done. Thus her "moral" contradicts her reputation for morality.
hove for hove's two prologues and an epilogue each comment
differendy on the new dramatic circumstances; as we have seen,
Bracegirdle's prologue insinuates her sexual help in obtaining the
theater. In contrast, Betterton's prologue first philosophically likens
the actors' discontent with the United Company to a farmer attempting
to till unyielding ground, and then it compares the new theater to Eden
and describes the play as "The First-fruit Offering, of a Virgin Play.
Finally, he declares that Congreve has written much-needed social
satire, which "this Crying Age" has not experienced since Wycherley.^®
This prologue comes across as being spoken by a voice of reason
uninflected by personal self-reference. The different degrees of
individual representation in Bracegirdle's and Betterton's prologues is
typical, though not universal, of differences between male-and
female-delivered prologues.
This last point is also evident in Bracegirdle's epilogue, which
treats the same story of the players' move to Lincoln's Inn Fields in a
way personaliaed to the speaker, who here poses as a skeptical amalgam
of Angelica and Bracegirdle's own persona.®® like Betterton's
" Danchin, Vrotogtas, vol. 5,181,11. 53-54.
^ Danchin, Pro/ogues, vol. 5,182-83,11. 25; 40.
Elsewhere I have theorized that prologues and epilogues create a state of "betweenness"by
combining an actress's character and public persona. See Diana Solomon, "Tragic Play,
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prologue, the epilogue refers to the circumstances behind Ijovefor hove's
production: ready for production in late 1694, the play was first delayed
because the Theater Royal Drury Lane closed due to Queen Mary's
death on 28 December. The play was not staged until 30 April 1695,
when it met with great success and initially ran for thirteen days. In
describing the way that the players have had to migrate from theater to
theater in the same way that after death, souls have had to Mve in
purgatorial states before reentering human bodies, Bracegirdle stutters
over Latin words ('Ty-Pythagories") and mocks the learned concepts:
"Thus Aristotle's Soul, of old that was, / May now be damn'd to
animate an Ass."® The epilogue speaker maintains the heroine
Angelica's irreverence toward various systems of knowledge and
speculation.
The paratext ends with what Autrey Nell Wiley calls a "begging"
approach to seeking audience approval." Bracegirdle begs suggestively:
Thus from the past, we hope for future Grace,
I beg it—
And some here know I have a begging Face.®
The last line alludes vaguely to any conceptions of Bracegirdle that the
audience might hold. If the prologue was in fact performed, these lines
might evoke her earlier inference of having traded sex for the new
theater. They could also refer to previous epilogues she has delivered
where she begged for audience approval. What I want to suggest is not
that this word refers to a specific antecedent, but that instead it is
generally evocative, that it suggests a personal and prior relationship
that Bracegirdle has had with the"some" in the audience. Her person^
and allusive references thus help the play succeed.
Anne Bracegirdle manifested a virginal persona that allowed for
additional performances of rakishness. Other actresses already

Bawdy Epilogue?" in Judith Bailey Slagle and Daniel Ennis, eds., Frohgues, epilogues,
Curtatn-'RaisenandAfiirpitces:The Tjtst of theEighteenth-Century LondonStage (Delaware:Delaware
University Press, forthcoming),
Danchin, Prohgms, vol. 5,183-84, U. 12; 22.
" Autrey Nell Wiley, "Femde Prologues and Epilogues in English Plays," PMLA 48 (1933):
1060-1079, here 1073.
" Danchin, Prohgues, vol. 5,184,11. 40-42.
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consideted whorish nevertheless also integrated aspects of virginity into
their personae. Because she came to the stage already known as a loose
woman from her affair with Rochester, Eli2abeth Barry's whoredom
was a given, and it therefore left room for her to cultivate her amazing
dual capacity for comedy and tragedy. According to his biographer,
Charles Gddon,Betterton said, "She indeed always enters into her Part,
and is the Person she represents. Thus I have heard her say, that she
never said, 'Ah!poor Castalio^! in the Orphan, without weeping."®^ As
with Bracegirdle, a mixture of her sexual reputation and skill also
enabled her to perform rakishly and to challenge genre; one thinks of
her role as La Nuche, the courtesan in Behn's The Rooer, Part 2, who is
compelling enough to have won the rake-hero WiUmore as a husband.
Barry's performanceinaugurates this alternative, more flexible character
type that Bracegirdle develops: that of the virtuous rake.

" Charles Gildon, TheUfe of Thomas Betterton (London, 1710), 40.

